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1 1. Introduction

2 Q1. Please state your name, occupation and business address.

3 AI. My name is John L. Zimmerman. I am the owner and President of Vermont

4 Environmental Research Associates ("VERA"). My business address is 1209

5 Harvey Farm Road, in Waterbury Center, Vermont 05677.

6

7 Q2. Have you previously testified in this proceeding?

8 A2. Yes.

9

10 Q3. What is the purpose of your testimony?
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The Public Service Board ("Board")'s June 11,2010 Certificate of Public Good

("CPG") Condition No.1, directed Georgia Mountain Community Wind, LLC

("GMCW") to incorporate into the Project design an appropriate set-back distance

from adjacent property lines. My testimony addresses this condition. I also

introduce Petitioner's expert witness, Marc LeBlanc, Vice President of the GL

Garrad-Hassan's North American Operational Services Division. Mr. LeBlanc

was retained by the Petitioner to conduct a site-specific risk analysis of ice drop

and ice throw at the GMCW Project site, and to assess the risk of potential turbine

collapse.

2. Analytical Framework

What considerations should this Board have in mind when evaluating an

appropriate property line set-back distance for this Project?

In evaluating the public safety criterion under Section 248(b)(5), this Board has

grounded its determinations based upon acceptability of risk from evidence

founded upon science-based risk assessment. In its order regarding public safety

risks posed by the East Haven Wind Project, for example, this Board stated that it

"does not need to find that the proposed Project would present no risks. It would

be impossible to make such a finding for any project." In that case, however,

based upon the science-based risk analysis presented by Mr. LeBlanc, the Board

concluded that the "minuscule risk presented by shed ice from the proposed
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1 Project is an acceptable one." Petition of EMDC, LLC, Order of July 17, 2006 at

2 32 (acknowledging that the probability that shed ice would strike a person is

3 "exceedingly small").

4

5 Additionally, this Board has evaluated risk to the general public based on

6 proximity of wind projects to public roads and residences. See Docket No. 7156,

7 Order of 8/8/07 at 42 (Sheffield Wind Project). There, the Board expressly

8 concluded that because the project would be remote from public roads and

9 residences, there was no public safety risk. See Docket No. 7156, Order of 8/8/07

10 at 42. In this case, the location of the proposed GMCW turbines is a similar

11 uninhabited, remote mountain summit, where the nearest public roads and

12 residences are greater than 1 km (.6 mile) away from the wind turbines. The

13 access road will be gated and locked. Also, signs will be posted on the ATV trails

14 warning of potential danger during winter icing conditions.

15

16 This Board has also employed science-based risk analysis in other siting

17 proceedings dealing with the location of new energy facilities. In connection with

18 its evaluation of alleged public safety risks from electro-magnetic fields

19 surrounding high voltage transmission lines, this Board said:

20
21
22
23

As part of its analysis, the Board has given specific consideration
to assertions that the electromagnetic fields ("EMF") that will
result from the proposed Project will produce undue adverse health
effects. We have examined, with both care and sympathy, all the
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

factual evidence and expert testimony in the evidentiary record and
have concluded that the overall state of scientific knowledge is best
expressed in the report of the National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences, stating that: "[t]he scientific evidence suggesting
that ELF-EMF [extremely low frequency EMF, such as is
produced by transmission lines] exposure poses any health risk is
weak. " In particular, EMF levels drop rapidly to extremely low
levels with even small increases in distance from transmission
lines. As a result, the Board is continuing Vermont's policy of
''prudent avoidance. " In practice this means ''policies that limit
magnetic field exposure whenever this can be done for a small
investment of money and effort. "

14 Docket No. 6860, Order of 1128/05, at 6 (emphasis added). A similar science-

15 based approach has been followed for the GMCW Project. It should be noted that

16 the Board in Docket 6860 also took into account the relative nature of the

17 uncertain risk to public health and safety associated with EMF, with risks society

18 accepts daily:

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

We do not completely discount the potential health risks of EMF.
However, we place these potential risks in the context of the risks
that people in a technological society face daily. Every-day
activities such as walking across a street or simply driving a car
present health risks. The possible risk from low-level EMF is
simply one more risk that people incur by living in a society that is
heavily dependent on electricity.

Id. at 73. The Board's observation in Docket 6860 is important. On a daily basis,

28 the general public is exposed to and accepts risks associated with the presence of

29 large structures such as buildings, bridges, communication towers, power lines,

30 silos, and even trees, relative to the location of property boundaries, roads and

31 buildings. In Vermont, we also regularly accept the risk presented by ice and
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icicles falling off roofs and trees, utility poles and buildings during winter months.

This frame of reference should not be forgotten as this Board evaluates the public

safety risks and potential mitigation in the form of set-back and operational

protocol requirements for this Project.

3. Recommended Boundary-Line Set-back at the GMCW Site

What is a reasonable set-back for GMCW wind turbines to adjacent property

lines?

GE Energy, the manufacturer and vendor of the GE 2.75 MW wind turbines

chosen for the GMCW Project, recommends a property boundary set-back

distance of 1.1 times the blade length. For this Project, such a set-back distance

equates to 55 meters (180.4 feet), because the GE 2.75 MW turbines have a 50

meter (164 foot) blade length as measured from the center of the hub. This 55

meter set-back, as measured from the center of the tower, is shown on the Project

Set-back Map, Exh. Petitioner Supp. JLZ-1. The GMCW turbines will be sited to

meet this minimum set-back distance.

Why can't the turbines be moved further away from the property lines?

First, as I explain in more detail below, it would not be necessary or reasonable to

impose a greater set-back, given the remote safety risk presented to the public.

Moreover, based upon the wind resource and site conditions present, a greater set-
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back distance would be detrimental to turbine performance by lowering the wind

speeds and increasing the wind turbulence.

Please explain.

The area atop Georgia Mountain available for siting the wind turbines is defined

by the wind resource characteristics, the topography, the slope of the land, and

existing environmental conditions. The northern turbines will be sited on the

northwestern shoulder of the summit. Moving these wind turbines further away

from the Green Crow/Fitzgerald property line to the north results in the wind

turbines being sited down the hill on very steep slopes, increasing ground

disturbance and construction costs.

Due to the predominant southwesterly wind flows at GMCW, moving these wind

turbines further to the north would also result in increased turbulence at hub-

height as they become lower and closer to the forest canopy in the up-wind

direction. In addition, there would be a reduction in hub-height wind speeds and

therefore a reduction in energy production.

Moving the turbines located further east/northeast of the HW Ventures/Fitzgerald

property line results in similar detrimental wind speed and turbulence impacts as

the turbines are moved off the summit of the hill. Similar construction challenges
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would result due to steep slopes at the sites. In addition, limitations exist due to

the close proximity of a wetland and a significant natural community.

Ifthe locations ofthe turbines cannot be adjusted, can GMCW acquire or lease

the adjacent property in order to increase the set-back distance?

The only property boundary that is at issue with respect to turbine location is the

Jane Fitzgerald parcel adjacent to the summit ofthe GMCW site. Petitioner and

Mrs. Fitzgerald have had extended discussions, but unfortunately they have not

been able to reach a mutually acceptable arrangement.

Earlier, you stated that a set-back distance of greater than 55 meters is not

warranted to address the risk to public safety. Please explain.

To further evaluate that 55 meters is an appropriate distance for purposes of

public safety risk, GMCW retained the firm of GL - Garrad Hassan America ("GL

- GH"), to undertake a site-specific scientific risk assessment ofthis issue.

Accompanying my prefiled testimony is prefiled testimony and analysis prepared

by Marc LeBlanc, GL - GH's Vice President of North American Operational

Services Division. Mr. LeBlanc undertook both an ice throw/ice drop risk

assessment for GMCW, as well as an assessment of turbine safety and

certification standards and failure rates. See Prefiled Testimony of Marc LeBlanc

and Exh. Petitioner Supp. ML-2 and ML-3.
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GL - GH is one of the preeminent research and engineering firms in the field of

risk analysis, particularly relating to operating wind turbines in cold climates. GL

- GH's analysis concludes that the 55 meter set-back, coupled with operational

controls, will effectively mitigate the public safety risk associated with risk of ice

thrown from the operating turbine or of ice falling from the stationary rotor. See

Exh. Petitioner Supp. ML-2 at 13.

Please describe the operational protocols proposed to address the risk of ice

throw.

GMCW will employ a winter operating protocol that will curtail the wind turbines

from operating during unsafe icing conditions orextreme weather conditions.

This control mitigation wi11lead to the operator or automatic controls shutting

turbines down under any of the following conditions:

• The installed ice monitoring device(s) and heated wind sensors
(installation subject to reliability testing) detect unsafe conditions are
present due to icing conditions;

• Ice accretion is recognized by the remote or on site operator;

• Air temperature, relative humidity and other meteorological conditions at
the site are conducive to ice formation;

• Air temperature is several degrees above 0 deg C after icing conditions;
and

• Any other weather conditions which appear unsafe.
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1 GL - GH concludes that with these protocols in place, including a suitable pre-

2 start-up inspection and remote startup procedure

3
4
5
6
7

"one can expect the ice build-up on the turbines to be no more than on any
large stationary structure, with no risk of ice fragments being thrown from
an operating rotor."

Exh. Petitioner Supp. ML-2, at 11-12.

8

9 As for the risk of a potential turbine failure, wind turbine components, like many

10 other man-made structures (e.g., bridges, power-line poles) are designed and

11 operated based upon stringent safety, structural, electrical, and operational

12 standards. The GE Energy wind turbines that Petitioner plans to utilize for this

13 Project, and their component-parts, are designed and certified, based upon a wide

14 range of electrical and structural component safety criteria set by two

15 international standards organizations: the International Electrotechnical

16 Commission (lEC) (http://www.iec.ch/about/mission-e.htm) and Germanischer

17 Lloyd Industrial Services GmbH (Germanischer Lloyd) (http://www.gl-

18 group.comlen/group/aboutGL.php). See Exh. Petitioner Supp. JLZ-2. The IEC, of

19 which the United States is a full member, is the world's leading organization that

20 prepares and publishes international standards for all electrical, electronic and

21 related technologies, including home electronic systems, fiber optic

22 interconnecting devices, medical electrical equipment, among others. The IEC

23 61400 standards apply specifically to wind turbines to ensure the engineering
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1 integrity of wind turbines. ld. As explained in more detail in Mr. LeBlanc's

2 testimony, the IEC standards address internal electrical systems, mechanical

3 systems, support structures, and other systems including the control and

4 protection mechanisms.

5

6 Germanischer Lloyd also develops guidelines and technical notes approved by

7 representative groups of public authorities, wind turbine and component

8 manufacturers, engineering consultants, institutes, universities, technical

9 associations and insurance companies for the certification and verification of

10 equipment, structures and operations from marine and oil and gas technologies to

11 the renewable technologies.

12

13 In the case ofthe GE Energy wind turbines to be used at GMCW, an independent,

14 third party firm, TUV NORD, has performed the verification of compliance with

15 the IEC and Germanischer Lloyd standards and guidelines and TUV NORD has

16 certified the GE Energy turbine. TUVNORD has certified compliance of the

17 design and manufacture of the wind turbine and components to both IEC and

18 Germanischer Lloyd standards. These standards cover the manufacture and

19 design of the tower, blades, nacelle, load assumptions, safety systems, machinery

20 components, electrical systems, among others.

21
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Further, GE Energy conducted a site-specific "Mechanical Loads Analysis" for

GMCW, with recommendations to curtail wind turbine operation during certain

wind conditions to reduce the risk of structural loads occurring in excess of IEC

standards. See Exh. Petitioner Supp. JLZ-3. Petitioner will implement this

recommendation.

The Board's June 11,2010 Order in this docket noted the collapse of a wind

turbine in New York. Have you had an opportunity to further evaluate what

occurred in that situation?

The report, issued by the NY Public Utilities Commission following its

investigation, concluded that the physical collapse of one turbine, and the failure

of another, was the result of certain wiring being incorrectly installed, which

prevented the wind turbines from automatically shutting down when grid power

was interrupted. See Exh. Petitioner Supp. JLZ-4. GE Energy has since created

an automatic diagnostic verification program to detect the occurrence of a similar

wiring fault. This diagnostic program is incorporated into the wind turbines to be

used in this Project.

Moreover, as noted in Mr. LeBlanc's testimony, failure rates for wind turbines are

exceedingly low.
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Are there any other risk mitigation measures that the Petitioner plans to utilize to

reduce the risk posed to the public from the GMCW turbines?

Control measures will include gated and locked access and warning signs posted

around the perimeter of a 110 meter diameter circle around the each turbine as

well as at other strategic locations where the public may gain access to the

property. The turbines will be controlled by GMCW and access limited to

authorized personnel.

Who will be responsible for property damage or bodily injury incurred by a

neighboring property owner that may be due to this Project?

Any such damage will be covered by general liability insurance carried by the

Project's owner that will include bodily injury and property damage.

How have the previous wind turbine proposals reviewed by the Board addressed

property line set-backs?

The table below shows the set-back distances for the projects involving other

Vermont commercial-scale wind turbines to the extent information was available.

The East Mountain ("East Haven Wind Farm") project did determine a set-back

using a scientific methodology. Similar to GMCW, that project proposed a

property line set-back of the turbine blade "drip edge" distance, equivalent to 35

meters (115 ft).
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Vt. Wind Project Turbine Set-back Distance Notes
(Review Date) from Property Line

Searsburg Wind Power "drip edge" (one blade Source is as-built drawings.
Facility length)
Docket #5823 = 20 m (66 ft)

East Haven Wind "drip edge" (one blade Source is plans included with petition.
Farm length)
Docket #6911 = 35 m (115 ft)

Sheffield Wind Farm < 60 m «200 ft) Source is Natural Community Map for
Docket #7156 Sheffield Wind Project, dated January

11,2010
Deerfield Wind Project ~ 88 m (290 ft) Source is turbine coordinates dated
Docket #7250 April 6, 2010, supplied by lberdrola

Renewables.
Bolton Valley Ski ~ 21 m (70 ft) Source is pers. com with Larry
Docket #NM-676 Williams November 3, 2010

Heritage Aviation ~ 53 m (175 ft) from Heritage leases a small parcel of land
Docket #NM-706 property line; ~25 m (82 ft) under the turbine < .25 ac from the

from parking area and City of Burlington. Use of road and
access road parking is by public patronizing local

businesses. Source is Site Plan
submitted with Petition and per. com
with Julie Atherton November 2,2010.

DynaPower property line is distant from Source pers. com with DynaPower,
Docket #NM-785 turbines; commercial access November 2,2010

road is approximately 33 m
(108 ft) based on an on-site
measurement

1
2 Furthermore, GMCW has lower risk factors than many of the other Vermont wind

3 projects. All but the Heritage Aviation and Dynapower wind turbines are either

4 installed or proposed to be installed at elevations higher than the 1400 ft.

5 elevation of the Georgia Mountain wind turbines. These other projects will

6 experience higher peak wind gusts and more severe icing conditions than the

7 Georgia Mountain Community Wind site. Also, consistent with the Board's
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orders in the Deerfield and Sheffield projects, GMCW will use winter operating

protocols to further mitigate risk.

How does the safety set-back planned for GMCW compare with set-back

guidelines used elsewhere?

Although some siting bodies in other jurisdictions have developed set-back

guidelines or standards for commercial wind projects, very few of these

guidelines or rules are science-based in that they do not take into consideration

the site specific factors such as climatic conditions, probabilistic assessments,

project configuration and mitigation measures. Several general observations can

be made including: 1) there are no consistent, set standards for safety set-backs

from property lines', and those that exist vary widely, even between towns in the

same county, and 2) few imposed set-backs are science-based.

15 Q16. Does this conclude your testimony at this time?

16 A16. Yes, it does.

I For example, in neighboring states, the Massachusetts Model Zoning Ordinance
(http://www.mass.gov/Eocaidocs/doer/renew/model-allow-wind-by-permit.pdf) states a distance of 100 ft.
The 2005 New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) funded study that
was cited by this Board, suggests a set-back range of between 50 ft. and 1.5 times the sum ofthe structure
height plus the rotor radius may be considered by authorities when developing property line set-back
regulations.
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